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Political speechwriter Becca Matlock is at the top of her professional game, working for the reelection campaign of New York's popular governor, when she receives the first phone call: "Stop
sleeping with the governor or I'll kill him." Although Becca isn't sleeping with the governor, the
menacing ultimatums persist. The police suddenly stop believing her, even after the stalker murders
an innocent person to prove his point.
When the governor is shot in the neck, Becca flees for the safety of coastal Maine, choosing to hide
not only from the stalker but also from the authorities. For sanctuary, she goes to Riptide, the home
of a college friend—where she soon finds herself at even greater risk….
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RuTGamer
Bought this with no intention of ever playing it. I don't even have a turntable. I bought this LP
because I love Palmer's look here. He was 36 when Riptide was released and in his prime. Robert
Palmer passed away in Paris in September, 2003 at the age of 53. Such a lovely talent and loss.
anonymous
I usually enjoy Catherine Coulter's books, but this was not an enjoyable read. Short choppy
sentences throughout. Would not recommend it. And I am not sure I will buy any more of her books.
Lli
I had never read this author prior to this book, and it is unlikely I will again. The conversations were
inane and ridiculous, and the author seemed to use the same phrases over and over. Did an editor
actually read this novel before it was published? One of the few books I have actually not finished
and never will.
I've deleted it from my Kindle.
Pass it by. You have better things to do with your time.
Tane
Enjoyed the suspense around every corner, never knowing what was coming next. As usual Savage
and Sherlock played an important roll in the book.
Mr.Savik
Best book I have read in months. I read 1 or 2 a week. So many turns, kept me guessing. And the
final few chapters were totally unexpected. Never saw that coming.
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A great plot. Counter always does a good job on her mystery books. Whatever comes next-generation
I will read it too.
TheSuspect
Kept you guessing. Well written. Didn't want to put it down. Had a couple of sleepless nights trying
to finish
Catherine Coulter always mixes 2 stories into one in a seamless way. I love Savich and Sherlock.
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